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birds of nova scotia bird canada - boreal birds need half billions of migratory birds flock to north america s boreal forest
each spring to breed over the summer many of the 325 bird species that breed there are reliant on this vast forest and now
they need our help, nova scotia whales humpback minke fin right whales - information on the nova scotia whales and
the whale watching adventures offered by lunenburg whale watching tours lunenburg nova scotia, farewell to nova scotia
wikipedia - farewell to nova scotia is a popular folk song from nova scotia of unknown authorship versions of the song were
collected by folklorist helen creighton see also her book traditional songs from nova scotia 1950 first in 1933 from ann
greenough in petpeswick nova scotia and then from other singers in surrounding communities along the province s eastern
shore, nova scotia history map points of interest facts - nova scotia nova scotia canadian province located on the
eastern seaboard of north america one of the four original provinces that constituted the dominion of canada in 1867 its
capital city is halifax learn more about nova scotia s history government and points of interest in this article, nova scotia
duck tolling retriever wikipedia - the nova scotia duck tolling retriever is a medium sized gundog bred primarily for hunting
it is often referred to as a toller it is the smallest of the retrievers and is often mistaken for a small golden retriever tollers are
known to be intelligent easy to please alert and high energy dogs, whale watching in nova scotia whale watching tours
bay - whale watching on the bay of fundy the bay of fundy is a marine paradise because the waters of the bay are important
feeding grounds for many whales dolphins porpoises seals and sea birds watch humpbacks the clowns of the sea frolic and
breech marvel at the huge finbacks and meet the friendly minke pronounced ming key whales, out and about nova scotia the antigonish farmers market is an experience not to be missed it is known as one of the best farmers markets in nova
scotia fresh local greens veggies and fruits in season often picked the same morning from local farmers, nova scotia blogs
tourism nova scotia - nova scotia s bay of fundy home of the highest tides in the world provides a wide array of outdoor
activities for every skill and ability level from a leisurely walk along the ocean floor to an invigorating kayak trip along the
rugged but picturesque shoreline the bay of fundy offers adventures for all comfort levels, cape breton birds your link to
wild birds in cape breton - your link to wild birds in cape breton nova scotia canada, nova scotia south eastern canada
wildlife watching in - come to delightful brier island for a relaxed pace single centre holiday overlooking the bay combining
birdwatching with whale watching we shall enjoy fabulous boat trips for close up views of humpback and hopefully the very
rare northern right plus fin whale and seabirds such as great shearwater and wilson s phalarope, cabot trail cottage
rentals at chimney corner nova - chimney corner is located in the beautiful margaree river region of cape breton nova
scotia our site is situated on the gulf of st lawrence and provides twenty five acres of woodland and private beach for those
who wish to escape the world of commercialism and enjoy a quiet secluded ocean setting, nova scotia duck trolling
retriever dog breed information - the nova scotia duck tolling retriever dog breed was created to both lure and retrieve
waterfowl this versatile breed excels in the field and show ring in obedience and agility and as a, where do you want to go
birding in nova scotia today - nova scotia birding society upcoming field trips field trips are open to non members as well
as members please phone the field trip leader or contact person ahead of time to register for the trip,
forthebirdsnatureshop the ultimate guide to squirrel - mention squirrels to an avid bird enthusiast and you will see the
subtle cringe and pursed lips followed up by a half hour monologue on how annoying these persistent mammals can be,
birders hearts go kerthump after rare sightings in nova - birders in nova scotia are flocking to sambro head n s after a
sighting of two rare birds in a single marsh on saturday diane leblanc left her home in portuguese cove to make her usual
rounds, pleasant paddling kayak tours rentals and lesson nova - kayak with pleasant paddling we offer sea kayak tours
rentals and lessons in blue rocks nova scotia we are minutes from lunenburg and in the best kayaking location in nova
scotia come and experience the calm protected and beautiful water of blue rocks no experience necessary, brier island
whale watch whale watching tours in brier - whale watching in beautiful brier island nova scotia canada as well as being
a thrilling adventure our whale watching cruises yield important information on endangered or rare species of whales like the
humpback finback and right whales and on other species of cetaceans whales dolphins and porpoises and on seabirds, 100
wild islands legacy campaign - the 100 wild islands is an archipelago of over 100 islands stretching 30 km along the
eastern shore of nova scotia and are protected through the nova scotia nature trust s 100 wild islands legacy campaign, bill
curry photography nova scotia nature photographer - visit the gallery the bill curry photography gallery and studio is
located in beautiful port maitland nova scotia canada overlooking the bay of fundy, day use parks guide nova scotia
provincial parks - an iconic provincial coastal landmark overlooking bay of fundy and its mesmerizing tides enjoy a

moderately challenging backcountry hike as the trail opens out to a lookoff 60 metres 200 ft above the rugged coast of the
bay, join csa canadian snowbird association - join csa the canadian snowbird association is a national not for profit
advocacy organization dedicated to actively defending and improving the rights and privileges of travelling canadians, what
should you put out to feed birds during the winter - mostly house finches juncos and house sparrows feeding and
watching birds have become favorite pastimes in north america it is estimated that 1 3 of the population feeds wild birds
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